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Since the beginning of the Covid crisis in late

2019, ‘normality’ seems to be an unattainable con-

cept that lies beyond reality. As if we could only

hope reaching after overcoming a long road of or-

deals with the current inflationary environment be-

ing only one of them.

Inflation has been the predominant feature of 2022

and we will most likely remember it in similar terms

as the inflation peak of the 70s. For the first time in

this millennium, a majority of developed economies

have seen a yearly inflation of two digits which ush-

ered in what is now referred to as the “Great hike”

around the world. Although inflation seems to have

reached its peak toward the end of last year, major

central banks are still expected to either hike few

more times or remain at their current rate in the

course this year, thus, risking pushing the global

economy in a recession. Surprisingly, in contrast to

its neighbours and largest trade partners, Switzer-

land seems to have managed to keep inflation under

control. To shade a light on the reasons that may

have led the Switzerland to once again maintain its

apparent stability, I will make an overview of the

factors that may explain the current situation.

The latest on inflation in Switzerland

According to the federal office of statistics, the Swiss

inflation has already started peaking at the end of

last year after modestly reaching a 3.5% in August

– approximately a third of its neighbours [1]. It has

now settled at a low 2.8% year-to-year inflation rate

which is solely at 80-point basis from the central

bank’s target. As reiterated by Thomas J. Jordan

the chairman of the Swiss National Bank (SNB) at

the World Economic Forum (WEF) this year, the

main objective of the SNB is to ensure price sta-

bility and more specifically that the medium- and

long-term inflation rate remains consistently below

2% [2].

Figure 1: Source: FactSet

Is inflation actually good for Switzerland?

In a certain sense, the current inflationary pres-

sure, if well controlled, can be seen as a lucky curse

as it enables the SNB to leave the negative interest

rate territory and increase its leeway regarding de-

flation. If it was not due to the strong inflationary

pressure, such a rate would have even been wished

for as Switzerland tend lean more toward the verge

of deflationary territories. Low inflation numbers

are often deemed risky as deflationary dynamics,

similarly to hyper-inflationary ones, tend to be self-

reinforcing phenomena. A decrease in price levels

tends to be associated with a depressed GDP leading

to further price decrease. Hence, deflation dynamics

can feed on itself. It is particularly dangerous for

Switzerland as it is already neighbouring its effective

lower bound, namely, the lowest interest rate that

can be set by the central bank before its policy rate

ends up powerless in stimulating the economy. Still,

even if a slight increase in inflation may be benefi-

cial, that does not mean that it is a good sign as

it may undermine the SNB’s credibility, de-anchor

long-term inflation expectations and be reflective

of an unstable macroeconomic environment. There-

fore, while inflation is currently low, it needs to be

approached with warranted caution.

SNB’s sound monetary policy

Quite surprisingly, the SNB decided to hike the

rate quite early on. It started by a 50-basis point

increase on the 16th of June and later went into

positive territory on the 23rd of September. Now

it stands at 1% and Jordan does not exclude the

possibility to hike further. This early and quite

pronounced monetary tightening has supported a

strong appreciation of the Swiss franc bringing it

beyond parity in the second semester [3]. Relative
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to last February, the Swiss Franc now stands ap-

preciated by more than 3% with regard to Euro

and approximately 14% with regard to the British

Pound. Yet, it has still undergone a year-to-year

depreciation of 7.5% against. The appreciation is

both reflective of the shift in the Swiss monetary

policy as well as of a safe haven effect. While the

depreciation likely results from the difference in ag-

gressiveness of the SNB’s and the FED’s monetary

tightening policy. This can be explained by the size

of the inflation that needs to be quelled as the US is

facing a near double-digit inflation whereas Switzer-

land entered the fight with already low numbers.

In contrast to the last decades, the SNB readjusted

its posture about the appreciatory pressure. It

moved from a strategy that aimed at limiting the

short to medium term appreciatory shocks by heav-

ily deploying foreign exchange intervention to one

that is more permissive [2]. The idea being that

in a globally inflationary environment, there is a

trade-off between fighting an appreciation or foreign

inflation as a stronger exchange rate enables nearly

mechanically to diminish the price increase of im-

ported goods and services. As observed by Johannes

Eugster Giovanni Donato [4], “An appreciation has

a significant negative effect on consumer prices” (p.

23). Though in normal circumstances, this may well

have the “potential threaten the SNB price stabil-

ity goal”, in the current environment such negative

impact can be welcome.

Besides, the adverse effect of an appreciation ver-

sus inflation is not necessarily of the same intensity

nor the same time frame. On the one hand, an

appreciation of the Swiss franc tends to lead to a

loss of competitiveness of domestic exporting sec-

tor, reduced corporate profits and the weakening

of low and medium value-added exporting sectors’

viability [4]. On the other hand, inflation weakens

the population purchasing power, dilute investment

and may lead to substantial social unrest. Though,

an important difference is that the adverse effects

of a strong Swiss franc have already had the time to

impact the Swiss economy since the end of the 1.20

exchange rate floor in 2015. The Swiss economy has

already had the time to adapt. The sectors that

have been the most vulnerable to a strong Swiss

Franc have either improved their resilience through

cost-saving strategies or dwindled in importance

in share of GDP. However, as noted by Thomas

J. Jordan [2], both input and selling prices have

been particularly stable in Switzerland, meaning

that companies have relatively well anchored their

inflation expectations. If inflation were to settle in,

it may jeopardise this stable behaviour and lead to

an environment in which price adjustments are per-

ceived as conceivable and therefore expected. Hence,

when deciding which battle to pick, it seems rather

clear that inflation takes the upper hands.

The Swiss Franc appreciation and the safe

haven effect

While the SNB rate hike and the rather permis-

sive approach to appreciation are essential factors

explaining current strengthening of the Swiss Franc,

they are not the whole picture. In the current

macroeconomic environment, which is characterised

by a high level of uncertainty, global investors tend

to become more risk averse and prefer shifting their

portfolio allocations toward lower return, lower-risk

investment profiles. Often, this flight to safety ex-

presses itself through a drastic and persistent appre-

ciations of what is considered ‘safe haven’ currencies

and can lead to significant capital inflows [5]. The

most prominent of these currencies are the Japanese

yen and the Swiss Franc. A safe haven status can

be a challenging monetary condition, especially for

monetary authorities that already operating near

their zero lower bound [5]. To counterbalance the

associated appreciation, these central banks need to

either lower their key rates or intervene massively

through foreign exchange intervention. In the Swiss

case, the former option is out of the table as the

overnight rate was already near what is thought as

the effective lower bound (-0.75%). Thus, in case of

a low inflation, the SNB can only resort to extensive

foreign exchange stabilisation. However, similarly

to a decrease in interest rates, foreign exchange in-

terventions lead to an increase of the monetary base

if it is not sterilised by an offsetting sale of govern-

ment securities. Thus, it is associated with the same

risk of stimulating the economy and cause inflation

to rise. Since the inflation was already creeping

in the beginning of 2022, the rational followed was

quite straightforward. Instead of swimming against

the current, the SNB simply preferred to use this

appreciation pressure to its advantage and limit the

impact of imported inflation on the domestic one.

Beyond monetary policy

Although this apparent success in containing in-

flation is and most likely can be ascribed to the

SNB’s sound monetary policy, there are also struc-

tural particularities that may explain it too. In a

highly insightful article, Prof. Gunther Schnabl [6]
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considers that there are mainly eight reasons that

may explain the current low inflation. These ranges

from the particularities of the Swiss agricultural pol-

icy to the national debt or the small open economy

condition of the Swiss economy. In this section, I

will mainly concentrate on two of his arguments rel-

ative to the Swiss agricultural policy and the energy

mix.

Prof. Schnabl considers that the Swiss variable

tariff system in the agricultural sector enables to

counterbalance world food price fluctuation. Thus,

“If world market prices fall, then tariffs rise. If world

market prices rise, then tariffs fall” [6] resulting in

more stable but higher domestic food prices. Even

though food prices are still above the inflation tar-

get, the argument has some grip. On a year-to-year

basis, food prices increased by 4% [1]. Although it

is still above the inflation target, when we compare

it to other European countries, this number is rel-

atively low. For instance, France has experienced

approximately a 13% food price increase which is

clearly impacting the more vulnerable part of its

population and is fuelling the current social discon-

tentment [7]. Parallelly to the variable agricultural

tariff effect, the current appreciation of the Swiss

Franc further limits the impact of the food price

increase by increasing the competitive pressure do-

mestically. With a stronger Swiss Franc, foreign su-

permarkets are becoming even cheaper, thus, further

applying competitive pressure on the domestic mar-

ket. Since domestic and foreign market products are

relatively well substitutes and consumers are rather

price-elastic, local brands are constrained in their

ability to pass the inputs increased through to the

consumer. This price-setting dynamic quite charac-

teristic of a small open economy combined with the

price differences entails that domestic brands are

more compelled buffer the input price by control-

ling other costs rather than increasing their prices.

Hence, the competitive domestic pressure may also

have further limited the risk of a wage-price spiral

as company are not ready to accept higher wages

nor able to increase their prices.

Moreover, Prof. Schnabl also remarked that the

domestic electricity is primarily coming from hy-

draulic or nuclear power [6] with respectively 62%

and 29% of the pie [8]. Thus, the rational goes

as follows: a lower dependency to oil gas form of

electricity production, one should expect a lower

exposure to effect of the sanctions on the Russian oil

and therefore a lower impact on the prices. However,

as noted by the Federal Statistical Office, the cur-

rent inflation “is due in particular to higher prices

for petroleum products, gas, cars and for housing

rentals”. It is important to remember that although

Switzerland is less reliant on oil gas, these sources of

energy still represent nearly half of the gross energy

consumption [8]. Additionally, Switzerland remains

a net importer in winter as the domestic produc-

tion tend not to suffice to cover the winter demand.

Hence, though Switzerland is not directly dependent

on oil gaz import for its electricity production, it

may still have a significant impact, especially in the

year to come.

Looking at the horizon

As we have seen, Switzerland seems to be spared

from the global inflationary tendencies. It can be

explained by the sound monetary policy, the status

of the Swiss Franc as a safe haven and structural

or policy factors such as variable agricultural tar-

iff or the limited exposure to the Russian oil gas.

It is evident that there are several other drivers

that impact may enter into account when consid-

ering the relatively low inflation. These may be

the limited national debt or the differences in CPI

weighting. Irrespectively, what seems to be the case

is that although the global economy seems still not

to have found back its ‘normality’, the Swiss econ-

omy appears to have managed it quite well without

it. Nevertheless, it does not mean that caution is not

warranted. Depending on whether the global infla-

tionary environment is going to persist, whether we

are going toward a hard recession or a soft-landing

scenario, it may well reshuffle the cards and force

once again the Swiss economy to re-adapt to a new

state of affairs.
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